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SWAT Gnome Handout 
 
Tools & Materials: 
 
 -  Blanks:  Approximately 8” long by 4” diameter (allows room for chucking and alternative hat designs).  Should 
be dry to prevent cracks forming in the hat or base when finished as this is not hollowed or assembled, it’s an all in one 
turning except for the nose. 
 
 -  Wooden balls for nose (for 6” gnome it needs to be 1 1/4 to 1 1/2 inch in diameter):  Sources include Hobby 
Lobby, Michael’s, Amazon, Wal-Mart, etc.  The ones used had a small flat on one side, which provided a better surface for 
bonding to the body. 
 
 -  Faux Fur for beard should extend about 1-2” beyond base:  Sources include JoAnn’s Fabrics, Wal-Mart and 
Amazon (may be others, but these are for sure). 
 
 -  Turning Tools:  artist choice.  The prototype was turned using a Roughing Gouge, Spindle Gouge, Skew, 
Parting Tool, and an Easy Start Detailer for the hat undercut. 
 
 -  Paint:  the prototype and others done for friends were painted with FolkArt and Delta Ceramcoat Acrylic Paint, 
although other brands should work as well.  Acrylic Paint, in a non-gloss finish seems to work best for the colors, with a 
single coat of clear acrylic gloss spray applied for a bit of a sheen effect.  Polymer and lacquer paints, which dry to a 
smooth, hard surface may cause glue joints to fail. 
 
 -  Glue:  For the nose, E6000 clear crafters glue was used (other glues such as epoxy or Rapid Fuse should also 
work fine although it might be necessary to sand away paint from a small area for the joint).  For the beard, a hot glue gun 
was used to work it around the nose in increments to get the shape right. 
 
Turning Instructions:  (pretty straight forward, images on page 2) 
 
 -  Mount blank between centers and turn round, then add a tenon for chucking. 
 -  Mount in chuck and shape to profile shown in prototype image. 
 -  Sand to 400 grit, then part off (Note:  the base can be concave for a stable sit, or made very slightly convex to 
allow for a slight wobble, just don’t want it falling over…….turner choice). 
 -  Paint the body and the ball for the nose (Note:  it is much easier if you paint the hat before attaching the nose).  
Hat can be decorated with stripes, dots, zigzags, flower designs, geometric art, etc………artist choice! 
 
Assembly: 
 
 -  Glue the nose to the body as shown in nose placement image. 
 -  Cut the beard material to length (it should tuck up under the hat rim and extend 1”-2” beyond the base of the 
gnome body).  Note that the backing is cut right at the base letting the fur extend beyond the backing material at 
the bottom, and a rounded v shape cut into the top, about 1.5” deep, for fitting around the nose……see the fur 
cutting image for a pattern example.  Trial and error beard fitting with shorter starting v cuts recommended 
before gluing! 
 -  Using a hot glue gun: 
  -- First, tuck the v in the beard up under the nose tightly and tack with hot glue. 
  -- Next, wrap the beard around the nose tacking with hot glue as you go…do not glue top under hat yet! 
  --  Then, tack glue the beard  at the base and if necessary stretch sideways at the belly and tack so the 
beard lies flat and does not have bulges in the middle. 
  --  Finally, curl back the top of the beard under the hat and glue it in place. 
  --  The idea is to tuck it up close under the hat and nose so that no gaps are evident…..see the sample 
gnome image. 
 -  On the bottom side of the base, use a Sharpie to record your Chapter name and  SWAT 2020 (artist name 
optional). 
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